
Distributed Super Computer that leverages 
Blockchain and Machine Learning
Beyond Cryptocurrencies, a lot of innovative use cases are made possible by the new generation blockchain 
platforms. In particular, blockchain is opening new avenues of performing large scale distributed computing. 

Recently, we worked on a distributed supercomputer for IoT and dApps that leverages machine learning and 
blockchain. This product aims at creating a global distributed computing platform that leverages the 
computing power of users’ machines, from PCs to entire data centers. This platform can be used for multiple 
purposes such as for running decentralized IoT app and Web 3.0 applications, game servers, multimedia 
streaming, dApps as well as storage.



INNOVATION PARTNER FOR STARTUPS & 
FORWARD THINKING ENTERPRISES
We leverage our extensive experience in cryptography, security and distributed 
application development for our Blockchain Center of Excellence. From public 
and private blockchain development to creating smart contracts and distributed 
ledgers, we’ve done it all.
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Critical Pieces of this Puzzle
The development of this fog based computing grid has been an exciting and complex 

development journey. The puzzle completion consists of the following parts.
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The development of the product required these four requirements to be satisfied. The technical choices to meet the 
requirements are as mentioned below

Node Classification Engine
Classification Algorithm: Clustering of nodes using k- means clustering algorithm
Real World Approximation: Uses EM algorithm
Regular poll for Network Quality

Financial Settlement
Utilized Blockchain
Used Third generation blockchain for high performance.
Compared multiple third generation blockchains and chose Nebula

Security Management
Utilized vault for secret key management
ACL to control access to data and APIs
TLS V1.2 to authenticate and encrypt data
Mutual Authentication using NginX to secure connection between client and server.

Job Scheduler
Compared multiple schedulers such as Kubernetes, Nomad and Dock Swarm
Chose nomad due to advantages in scaling and development time



Node Classification Engine: Matching a 
task to available resource
A main challenge in this application is to match a job against the best available resource in real time. Tasks 
need to assigned to machines belonging to specific clusters that match the performance requirements of 
the task.  This needs to be done to ensure completeness of job and should also prevent loss of data. This 

Basic Node Classification Algorithm: The Smart Agent installed on the end user’s machine runs a 
hardware benchmark on the machine, once upon registration and then every time it is restarted. The 
process extracts technical specifications such as total RAM, total storage allocated as a resource, storage 
type, CPU component grade, CPU model, CPU maximum frequency, etc. These benchmark results are 
compiled and utilized by the classification engine. The benchmark results help in verifying the integrity of 
nodes which is integral for job assignment.

The node classification engine clusters the nodes on a suitable metric which captures overall reliability. 



The nodes are clustered using the Expectation Maximization algorithm which buckets similar nodes 
into a cluster. 

Exploration versus Exploitation: Once a cluster of nodes has been identified, the question then 
becomes, which Node among the clusters is the most suited and cheap for the given job. The question 
of suitability at the node level can depend on a wide variety of parameters such as the node’s own 
history. If a node that serves the purpose of a given job is available at $X, should the algorithm charge 
X and carry on or exploit further to see if the same configuration is available at a cost <$X? What 
happens when there’s a similar question on the other parameters like hardware configuration or 
distance or reliability?

This question and figuring out the maximal match for each request is handled by a Multi-Arm Bandit 
simulation. The algorithm maximizes an objective function that’s defined to arrive at the specific node 
that’s most cost e�ective for the configuration and other parameters it o�ers.

Similarly, such an algorithm implemented for the providers will help them maximize their revenue, as 
well.



Network Quality: The Smart Agent regularly polls the node in order to track its quality. Any node that 
fails two consecutive ping tests is marked as inactive. Every node is allowed a limited number of 
failures in ping tests as network failure could result in packet loss. This strict enforcement policy is 
required to ensure that new jobs do not su�er from poor network access. The network quality is also 
used in deciding the type of jobs that could be assigned to a node.



Financial Settlement Platform: Blockchain
In order to perform financial settlements, we decided to utilize a blockchain framework. We 
weighed multiple first, second and third generation of blockchain frameworks against each other 
such as ethereum, IOTA, NEO, and Nebulas.

The first generation blockchains were mainly used for cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Litecoin 
and could not serve the diversified use cases and purposes that we needed for this application. 
Comparatively, second generation blockchains such as Ethereum combined the use cases of 
assets within them. They extended Blockchain 1.0 to include privacy, smart contracts, and non 
native asset blockchain tokens and capabilities into their gamut. This provisioned Dapps like Augur 
and Cryptokitties. 

However, speed and scalability was a problem with most of the second generation blockchains. 
The third generation Blockchains such as IOTA and Nebulas fill this gap bringing in scalability, 
speed, and interoperability. 



They also work in layers with a separate layer handling contracts, transactions, and passing secure 
data between blockchains. This ensures that the Blockchain never slows down or gets 
compromised. In previous versions such as Ethereum, the speed of blockchain would considerably 
reduce every time a new user or token is launched to support the growing number of users and 
actions. Since performance was a major criteria for a distributed computing system, we decided to 
go with a third generation application.

We compared a few third generation blockchains such as NEO, IOTA, and Nebulas and decided to 
choose Nebulas since it allows us to update smart contracts directly without hard fork. Even 
amongst the third generation blockchains, Nebulas has been seen to have higher speed than IOTA 
and NEO which is claimed to have around 1000 TPS. Known as “Google for Blockchains”, Nebulas 
has an inbuilt search engine that ranks all dapps running and exposes them to users. Additionally, 
NEO and IOTA are based on byzantine Fault Tolerance and PoW HashCash which consumes much 
time and work and has scalability and centralized trust issues. Meanwhile, Nebulas is based on 
Proof of Devotion (PoD) Consensus Algorithm. By adopting the advantages of Proof of Stake (PoS) 
and Proof of Importance (PoI) and leveraging Nebulas Rank (NR), PoD takes the lead in consensus 



Job Scheduler
In order to schedule jobs among di�erent systems based on their score, we needed to choose a 
lightweight resource manager and sophisticated scheduler rolled into one.  We evaluated three 
main schedulers, namely, Nomad, Kubernetes, and Docker Swarm, all of which run on Google Borg 
Scheduler. 

Of the three, we chose Nomad, a single binary that acts both as master node and client and 
schedules applications and services on Linux, Windows, and Mac. Additionally, Nomad is 
architecturally much simpler than Kubernetes and Docker Swarm and lends to an ultimately shorter 
development time. HashiCorp scheduled 1,000,000 Docker containers on 5,000 hosts in under 5 
minutes with Nomad, our free and open source cluster schedule.

It also requires no external services for saving its state and stores it instead on master node. 
Additionally, since it is a master node, it is highly available with automatic failover. 



Nomad additionally supports multi datacenter and multi region configurations. It also works well with 
Consul and Vault, which we had decided on for Service Discovery and Secret Management. An 
additional plus is that Nomad can be easily scaled to more than 5000 nodes while the other 
schedulers have been tested on much lower nodes.



Security Management Platform
An important aspect of any product is security. For example, content can be easily modified or 
accessed during transmission or a compromised replica might violate access control of content or 
damage integrity by modifying the content. To meet these security requirements, we have taken the 
following approach.

In order to store and secure tokens, passwords, access to API, and other secrets, we have utilized 
Vault. Access control policies also ensure that the secrets are available to only allowed user base. 
Vault also allows us to dynamically generate secrets with specific lease lifetimes to ensure ease of 
key rolling.

To ensure maximum security of connection between client and server, we decided to perform TLS 
mutual authentication via public key certificates on Nginx. This involves the client validating server 
certificate and the server validating client certificate at the same time. 



We also utilize Access control List (ACL) to control access to data and APIs. The ACL relies on 
tokens that are closely associated with policies to determine which fine grained rules can be 
applied. Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol v 1.2 performs authentication and encryption of 
data between servers, machines and applications and client.



Our Solution Workflow
We established a user interface using which 
a new user can register his machine and 
give a rough estimate of the computational 
resource that he can allocate for processing. 
This information is then sent to the 
scheduler and to the transaction manager 
which creates a transaction in the 
blockchain. The user would then need to 
make a security deposit into a blockchain 
escrow account. 

In order to utilize his computer for tasks 
allocated by the Scheduler, the user 
downloads and runs the Smart Agent on his 
machine. 
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The user’s computational resource information is sent by the Smart Agent to the Node Classification Engine,  where it is verified 
against the information provided by the user.

Once a new user such as an application developer needs computational power, he logs into the application and enters the 
resource requirement for the job. The application developer uploads a docker image to the private registry. The information on 
the new job is also sent to the scheduler and a security deposit is made into the blockchain escrow account.

The Scheduler upon, receiving available node information from the Node classification engine, optimally assigns machine(s) for 
the incoming job, based on constraints/preferences of the job and also based on resource intensiveness of the job. Once the 
scheduling process has finished, the Scheduler creates a Nomad job file containing information regarding the job 
description/requirements and the class of machines assigned to carry out the job. This job file is finally sent to a Nomad server 
using a Rest API to start the deployment.

Once the job has been successfully completed and the data relayed back to the job requester, the job is marked as completed 
and the amount in escrow account released to the system utilized for the job. 


